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ABSTRACT To realize the brush-less operation for wound field vernier machines (WFVMs), a novel
self-excited topology is proposed in this paper which involves a four-pole main armature winding and a
two-pole excitation winding connected in series using an uncontrolled rectifier. Upon supplying current from
a single current-controlled voltage source inverter (VSI), this procedure results in four-pole and two-pole
magnetomotive force (MMF) components in the airgap. The four-pole MMF produces the main stator field
while the two-poleMMF component develops a sub-harmonic field in the airgap. The rotor is altered to house
a forty-four-pole rotor field and two-pole harmonic windings. The two-pole harmonic field is employed to
induce a current in the harmonic winding, which is rectified by means of a full-bridge diode rectifier to
energize the rotor field winding and realize brush-less operation forWFVM. Two-dimensional finite element
analysis (2-D FEA) is implemented in JMAG-Designer to confirm the operation of the proposed WFVM
topology and attain the electromagnetic performance for a four-pole, twenty-four-slot outer-rotor vernier
machine.
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INDEX TERMS Wound field vernier machine, harmonic field excitation, self-excited machines, wound
rotor.

I. INTRODUCTION15

In regular electric drive systems, the mechanical gearing sys-16

tems are generally used to achieve the speed/torque differ-17

ence between the high-speed motor and the low-speed prime-18

mover shafts. Mechanical gearing systems are noisy and19

lead to high maintenance costs. Furthermore, these gearing20

systems encounter lifetime challenges as their life span is21

usually shorter than electromechanical systems whereas the22

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Atif Iqbal .

direct-drive systems operating at low-speed and high-torque 23

conditions result in substantially large machines because of a 24

large number of rotor poles [1]. 25

In the 1960s, a new machine that uses the magnetic gear- 26

ing phenomenon caused by flux modulation was developed. 27

This machine is known as the vernier machine (VM) and 28

has received much attention over the last couple of decades 29

because of the progress in permanent magnets (PMs) devel- 30

opment technology. It is because the vernier PM machines 31

can generate two-to-three times the output torque in com- 32

parison with the conventional PM machines of the same 33
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FIGURE 1. Conventional brush-less WFVM topology proposed in [6].

volume [2], [3]. Furthermore, these machines do not require34

any mechanical gearing system, which reduces their noise35

and maintenance costs. As a consequence of these advan-36

tages, PM vernier machines (PMVMs) are considered an37

essential potential enabler for wind power generators and38

ship propulsion applications. In addition, the torque ripple of39

vernier PM machines is relatively low, which is a feature of40

significant importance for reducing the noise and vibration41

of the machine system while considering the wave energy42

extraction, in-wheel motors, auto-focusing lens, and free-43

piston generator applications [4].44

To realize the low-speed operation incorporated with the45

gearing effect, the PMVMs require a large number of rotor46

magnet poles which increases the cost of the machine sys-47

tem. It is because the price of the rare-earth materials needed48

for the development of PMs is increasing over time which49

also causes poor stability and reliability problems. Also, the50

mining of rare-earthmaterials inevitably leads to serious envi-51

ronmental issues. Notably, the price of Nd-Fe-B magnets in52

2005 was U.S. $250/kg which increased to U.S. $437/kg in53

2012 [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].54

The reluctance vernier machines (RVMs) are the least55

expensive in comparison with PMVMs as they do not require56

any PM for the rotor field excitation; however, thesemachines57

suffer from low torque density [2].58

On the other hand, wound field vernier machines59

(WFVMs) address the high cost and low torque den-60

sity concerns associated with PMVMs and RVMs, respec-61

tively. However, these machines require brushes and slip-62

rings for the energization of the rotor field winding, which63

raises the maintenance cost of the machine system. This64

encouraged researchers to explore different brush-less 65

topologies of WFVMs. 66

The conventional brush-less WFVM topologies require 67

exciters and pilot-exciters for their rotor field excitation. 68

Exciters and pilot-exciters are small-sized electricalmachines 69

fitted on the shaft of the WFVM machine to realize 70

brush-less operation through the electromagnetic induction 71

phenomenon; however, these small-sized machines enhance 72

the overall cost and size of the machine system. Therefore, 73

these brush-less WFVM topologies could not get consider- 74

able attention in the market [12], [13], [14]. 75

Recently, researchers have started investigating differ- 76

ent brush-less topologies for the wound rotor synchronous 77

machines whose rotor field is energized through the har- 78

monic field excitation method. In principle, the harmonic 79

field excitation method involves developing a supplementary 80

harmonic MMF component in the airgap besides the funda- 81

mental component [15], [17], [18]. In the case of WFVMs, 82

the only successful attempt in this regard is recently made 83

in which a brush-less WFVM topology for electric vehi- 84

cle and washing machine applications while considering the 85

sub-harmonic field excitation method is developed [19]. This 86

topology is based on a dual-inverter-outline. The armature 87

winding is split up into two halves (ABC and XYZ), each 88

of which is having a different star connection, and is supplied 89

current (IABC and IXYZ ) from a designated inverter, namely 90

current-controlled VSI-1, and VSI-2. The frequency of the 91

output inverter currents is the same; however, the magnitude 92

of currents is different. This procedure generates the funda- 93

mental and sub-harmonic MMF components in the airgap. 94

The fundamental MMF develops the main stator field, while 95
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FIGURE 2. Machine used for the validation of the conventional brush-less WFVM topology proposed in [6].

FIGURE 3. Armature and rotor winding outline used for the validation of the conventional brush-less WFVM topology proposed in [6].

the sub-harmonic MMF component induces a current in the96

harmonic windingwhich is rectified to energize the rotor field97

winding of the WFVM to realize its brush-less operation.98

This topology was implemented for a four-pole, twenty-99

four-slot vernier machine. The proposed brush-less topol-100

ogy is presented in Fig. 1, whereas the employed machine101

as well as its stator and rotor winding outlines are pre-102

sented in Fig. 2 and 3, respectively. Although this topology103

achieved the brush-less operation for WFVMs, the usage of a104

dual-inverter-outline makes it expensive and increases its 105

overall size. In addition, it exhibits some performance issues 106

such as low average torque, high losses, and low efficiency 107

because of the different magnitude of current flowing in two 108

halves of the armature winding [20], [21], [22], [23]. 109

This paper proposes a new self-excited brush-less WFVM 110

topology, which employs a four-pole main armature wind- 111

ing and a two-pole excitation winding connected in series 112

by means of an uncontrolled rectifier. As the machine is 113
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FIGURE 4. Proposed self-excited brush-less WFVM topology.

FIGURE 5. MMF components generated in the airgap.

FIGURE 6. Machine used for the proposed self-excited brush-less WFVM topology.
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FIGURE 7. Armature and rotor winding outlines used for the proposed self-excited brush-less WFVM topology.

FIGURE 8. Back-EMF for (a) conventional and (b) proposed brush-less
WFVM topologies.

injected current from current-controlled VSI, a four-pole114

main stator field and a two-pole pulsating sub-harmonic field115

are established in the airgap. The rotor is housed with har- 116

monic and field windings connected in series by means of 117

a full-bridge diode rectifier. The harmonic field will induce 118

a current in the rotor harmonic winding, which will be rec- 119

tified to energize the forty-four-pole rotor field winding to 120

realize brush-less operation. The proposed brush-lessWFVM 121

topology is based on a single-inverter-outline, making it cost- 122

effective and compact in comparison with the conventional 123

sub-harmonic-based brush-less WFVM topology. 124

II. PROPOSED SELF-EXCITED BRUSHLESS WFVM 125

TOPOLOGY AND ITS OPERATING PRINCIPLE 126

The proposed self-excited brush-less WFVM topology, 127

as presented in Fig. 4, involves a four-pole main arma- 128

ture winding (ABC) and a two-pole excitation winding (X). 129

Both windings are connected in series by means of an un- 130

controlled rectifier and are supplied current (IABC ) from a 131

single current-controlled VSI. This current is given by: 132
IA = Ip cosωt

IB = Ip cos(ωt − 2π
3 )

IC = Ip sin(ωt + 2π
3 )

 (1) 133

where Ip denotes the peak value of the current and ω is used 134

to represent the rotor angular speed. 135

The balanced three-phase currents injected to the ABC 136

winding get rectified and simultaneously energize the two- 137

pole excitation winding. This procedure results in a four-pole 138

main stator MMF and a two-pole sub-harmonic MMF in 139

the airgap. The four-pole MMF develops the main stator 140

field; however, the two-pole sub-harmonicMMFdevelops the 141
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FIGURE 9. Harmonic contents of the back-EMF of (a) conventional and
(b) proposed brush-less WFVM topologies.

harmonic field which is pulsating. The generated fields are142

presented in Fig. 5 and can be represented mathematically143

through equation (2):144

F =
3Na
2π

Ip cos(ωt − θ)+
3Ne
2π

IX cos(
θ

2
) (2)145

where F is the airgap flux, Na is used to denote the ABC146

winding turns per phase,Ne represents the excitation winding147

(X) turns, and IX is the excitation winding current [24], [25].148

The rotor is altered to house the harmonic and field wind-149

ings. As the developed magnetic fields are not synchronized150

because of the different number of poles, the harmonic field151

will be intercepted by the harmonic winding, which has an152

equal number of poles and induces a current in it. The induced153

current in the harmonic winding will be rectified by means of154

a full-bridge rectifier to energize the rotor field winding. For a155

vernier machine, the proper combination of stator slots, stator156

pole pairs, and rotor field winding pole pairs is required, and157

FIGURE 10. Armature currents for (a) ABC winding and (b) XYZ winding.

the machine must satisfy the following equation (3) to work 158

in the vernier mode: 159

Pr = Ns ± Ps (3) 160

wherePr denotes the rotor field winding pole pairs,Ns is used 161

to represent the stator slots number, and Ps denotes the stator 162

pole pairs. 163

For the proposed self-excited brush-less WFSM topology, 164

a four-pole, twenty-four-slot outer-rotor machine is used. 165

To satisfy equation (3), the number of rotor field winding 166

poles is kept at forty-four. 167

The main reason behind using an outer-rotor vernier 168

machine to implement the proposed brush-less topology is 169

its suitability for various applications such as in-wheel motors 170

and washingmachines. In addition, it offers a greater slot area 171

for the rotor field winding poles, which helps avoid manu- 172

facturing complications associated with many rotor poles for 173

the inner-rotor vernier machines. The speed of the vernier 174

machine can be calculated using equation (4): 175

ωr

ωMMF
=

rotor speed
stator field speed

=
Ps
Pr

(4) 176

where ωr denotes the rotor speed, and ωMMF represents the 177

main stator field speed [26], [27]. 178
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TABLE 1. Design specifications.

FIGURE 11. Armature currents for (a) ABC winding and (b) X winding.

The employed machine and the stator and rotor winding179

outlines are presented in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. It can180

be seen from these figures that six slots in the twenty-four-181

slot machine are partially filled with the ABCwinding. These182

partially filled slots are used to inset the excitation winding183

(X) in such a manner that the initial three slots are occu-184

pied with a positive excitation winding terminal represented185

by ‘‘+X’’, and the final three slots are housed with a neg- 186

ative terminal of the excitation winding that is represented 187

by ‘‘-X’’. This resultantly generates a two-pole flux in the 188

airgap through 360 mechanical degrees, as presented in the 189

blue color waveform of Fig. 5. The ABC winding is coiled in 190

a distributed manner, which results in a four-pole airgap flux 191

as shown in the red waveform in Fig. 5. 192

III. ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS 193

For the operational validation of the conventional and pro- 194

posed brush-less WFVM topologies and to realize their elec- 195

tromagnetic performance for the comparative performance 196

analysis, two-dimensional machine models, as shown in 197

Fig. 2 and 6, are developed in JMAG-Designer. The designing 198

parameters of these machines are presented in Table. 1. 199

A. NO-LOAD ANALYSIS 200

To study the behavior of the conventional and proposed 201

brush-less WFVM topologies under no-load conditions, 202

no-load analysis is implemented in JMAG-Designer. Both 203

machines are operated at 300 rpm, and their field wind- 204

ing is energized with a direct current of 1 A. The gener- 205

ated back-EMF of the conventional and proposed WFVMs 206

are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively. These figures 207

illustrate that the magnitude of back-EMF for the ABC 208

and XYZ windings of the conventional topology is around 209

10.003 Vrms; however, this magnitude for the proposed topol- 210

ogy is 52.443 Vrms. The lower magnitude of the back-EMF 211

for the conventional topology is due to the split of armature 212

winding in two-halves. The harmonic contents of the gen- 213

erated back-EMF are presented in Fig. 9. From this result, 214

the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the back-EMF for 215

the conventional brush-less WFVM topology is calculated 216

as 10.92%, whereas in the proposed self-excited brush-less 217

WFVM topology, the THD for the back-EMF is around 218

11.33% which is 0.412% higher than the conventional topol- 219

ogy. As the THD of the back-EMF under no-load condi- 220

tions affects the torque ripple of the machine, the proposed 221

brush-less WFVM topology will exhibit a higher magnitude 222
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FIGURE 12. Magnetic field density graphs for (a) conventional and (b) proposed brush-less
WFVMs.

TABLE 2. No-load performance comparison.

of the torque ripple than the conventional WFVM topology.223

This will further be confirmed from the loaded analysis pre-224

sented in section 3.2. The no-load results for the conventional225

and proposed brush-less WFVM topologies are presented in226

Table. 2.227

B. LOADED ANALYSIS 228

For the loaded analysis of the conventional and proposed 229

brush-less WFVM topologies, the shaft of the machines is 230

rotated at a speed of 300 rpm, whereas the simulations of 231

these machines are performed for 0.6 s. For the conventional 232
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FIGURE 13. Flux linkages for (a) conventional and (b) proposed brush-less WFVM topologies.

TABLE 3. Performance comparison under loaded condition.

brush-less topology, the input armature currents for ABC and233

XYZ windings are 1 A (peak) and 0.7 A (peak), respectively.234

These currents are injected at a frequency of 110 Hz. The235

input armature currents, i.e., IABC and IXYZ for the conven-236

tional brush-less topology, are presented in Fig. 10. For the237

proposed self-excited brush-less WFVM topology, the input238

armature winding current for ABC winding is 1 A (peak)239

supplied from the current-controlled VSI at a frequency 240

of 110 Hz. This current is rectified through an un-controlled 241

rectifier to energize the excitation winding (X). The magni- 242

tude of the rectified current (IX ) is around 17.35 A. The main 243

armature winding and excitation winding currents, i.e., IABC 244

and IX , are shown in Fig. 11. These currents develop four- 245

pole and two-pole magnetic fields in the machines’ airgap 246
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FIGURE 14. Rotor currents for (a) conventional and (b) proposed
brush-less WFVM topologies.

to confirm the conventional and proposed brush-less WFVM247

topologies. Fig. 12 shows the flux density graphs of the248

machines, whereas the flux linkages for the conventional and249

proposed brush-less WFVMs are shown in Fig. 13.250

The two-pole magnetic field induces a current in the251

harmonic winding, which is rectified to generate the rotor252

field. The magnetic interaction of the four-pole stator253

and forty-four-pole rotor fields produces torque through254

the electro-magnetic gearing phenomenon. Fig. 14 shows255

the induced harmonic and rectified field currents, whereas256

the developed torque for the conventional and proposed257

brush-lessWFVM topologies is presented in Fig. 15. This fig-258

ure shows that for the conventional brush-less WFVM topol-259

ogy, the magnitude of the average output torque is 23.474 Nm260

with a ripple of 41.53% under the steady-state operating261

condition. On the other hand, the magnitude of the average262

output torque for the proposed self-excited brush-lessWFVM263

topology is around 35.955 Nm, with a ripple of 48.67%. This264

result shows that, unlike the conventional brush-less WFVM265

topology, which requires a dual-inverter-outline, the proposed266

single-inverter-controlled brush-less WFVM topology pro-267

duces 34.71%more average output torque in comparisonwith268

the conventional topology. On the other hand, a slight increase269

in the torque ripple of around 7.14% is observed for the pro-270

posed topology, which may be avoided through parametric271

optimization of the machine topology.272

FIGURE 15. Output torque for (a) conventional and (b) proposed
brush-less WFVMs.

FIGURE 16. Losses for the conventional and proposed brush-less WFVM
topologies.

To calculate the efficiency of the conventional and 273

proposed brush-less WFVM topologies, loss studies for the 274

stator and rotor cores of the employed machines are imple- 275

mented in JMAG-Designer. Fig. 16 presents the total cal- 276

culated losses (iron and copper) for the conventional and 277

proposed brush-less WFVM topologies. These calculations 278
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show that the total magnitude of losses for the conven-279

tional topology is around 239.641 W, whereas the magni-280

tude for the proposed topology is 232.191 W. The output281

power of the conventional and proposed brush-less WFVM282

topologies are 747.457 W and 1129.56 W, respectively. This283

results in 75.75 % efficiency for the conventional topol-284

ogy and 82.94% efficiency for the proposed self-excited285

brush-less WFVM topology. These results are presented in286

Table. 3.287

IV. CONCLUSION288

A self-excited brush-less WFVM topology based on a single-289

inverter-outline was proposed in this paper. The proposed290

topology used a four-pole main stator winding and a two-pole291

excitation winding connected through an un-controlled recti-292

fier. This procedure developed a four-pole main stator field293

and a two-pole sub-harmonic field as the current is injected294

from a single current-controlled VSI to the main stator wind-295

ing. The sub-harmonic field was used to induce a current in296

the harmonic winding, which was rectified to energize forty-297

four-pole rotor field winding to realize brush-less operation.298

The proposed topology was implemented in FEA using a299

four-pole, twenty-four-slot machine and compared with the300

conventional sub-harmonic-based brush-less WFVM topol-301

ogy under the same loading and operating conditions. The302

results showed that the proposed topology generates 34.71%303

more average output torque than the conventional topology.304

The total losses of the proposed topology are calculated as305

232.191 W, which is 3.2% lower than the total calculated306

losses of the conventional topology. The efficiency of the307

proposed topology was found to be 7.19% higher than the308

conventional one.309

On the other hand, a slightly higher magnitude of torque310

ripple of 7.14% is observed for the proposed topology, which311

may be addressed while considering the parametric optimiza-312

tion of the machine. The proposed brush-less WFVM topol-313

ogy performed well under no-load conditions as well. It gen-314

erated 42.44 Vrms more back-EMF in comparison with the315

conventional topology.316

From the results, it can be determined that the pro-317

posed self-excited brush-less WFVM topology could be318

a cost-effective, compact, and high-performing (in terms319

of average torque, total losses, and efficiency) alterna-320

tive to the conventional brushed and brush-less WFVM321

topologies.322
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